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Abstract
We describe a logarithmic tensor product theory for certain module
categories for a “conformal vertex algebra.” In this theory, which is a
natural, although intricate, generalization of earlier work of Huang and
Lepowsky, we do not require the module categories to be semisimple,
and we accommodate modules with generalized weight spaces. The cor-
responding intertwining operators contain logarithms of the variables.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a generalization of the tensor product theory devel-
oped by the first two authors in [HL1]–[HL5], [H1] and [H2] to a logarithmic
tensor product theory for certain module categories for a “conformal vertex al-
gebra.” We focus on explaining new results and sophisticated techniques in this
logarithmic theory, rather than on the full details of the proofs, which are being
presented in a longer paper [HLZ].
Logarithmic structure in conformal field theory was first introduced by physi-
cists to describe disorder phenomena [Gu]. A lot of progress has been made by
physicists on this subject. We refer the interested reader to review articles [Ga],
[F] and [RT] (and references therein). Such structures also arise naturally in the
representation theory of vertex operator algebras. In fact, in the construction
of intertwining operator algebras, the first author proved (see [H2]) that if mod-
ules for the vertex operator algebra satisfy a certain cofiniteness condition, then
products of the usual intertwining operators satisfy certain systems of differen-
tial equations with regular singular points. In addition, it was proved in [H2]
that if the vertex operator algebra satisfies certain finite reductivity conditions,
then the analytic extensions of products of the usual intertwining operators have
no logarithmic terms.
In the case when the vertex operator algebra satisfies only the cofiniteness
condition but not the finite reductivity conditions, the products of intertwin-
ing operators still satisfy systems of differential equations with regular singular
points. But in this case, the analytic extensions of such products of intertwining
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operators might have logarithmic terms. This means that if we want to gener-
alize the results in [HL1]–[HL5], [H1] and [H2] to the case in which the finite
reductivity properties are not always satisfied, we have to consider intertwining
operators involving logarithmic terms.
In [M], Milas introduced and studied what he called “logarithmic modules”
and “logarithmic intertwining operators.” Roughly speaking, logarithmic mod-
ules are weak modules for vertex operator algebras that are direct sums of
generalized eigenspaces for the operator L(0) (we will start to call such weak
modules “generalized modules” in this paper), and logarithmic intertwining op-
erators are operators which depend not only on powers of a (formal or complex)
variable x, but also on its logarithm log x.
In [HLZ], we have generalized the tensor product theory developed by the
first two authors to the category of generalized modules for a “conformal ver-
tex algebra”, or even more generally, for a “Mo¨bius vertex algebra”, satisfying
suitable conditions. The special features of the logarithm function make the
logarithmic theory very subtle and interesting. Although we have shown that
all the main theorems in the original tensor product theory developed by the
first two authors still hold in the logarithmic theory, many of the proofs and
techniques being used involve certain new and sophisticated techniques and have
surprising connections with certain combinatorial identities.
In fact, one of the main technical tools that we use in this paper (and in-
deed, must use) is the same as a certain critical and subtle ingredient of the
original tensor product theory of Huang and Lepowsky: a condition called the
“compatibility condition” in [HL1]–[HL5] and [H1]. In the construction of the
associativity isomorphism in [H1], one of the important steps is to identify the
“intermediate module,” which is the tensor product module of two modules.
The compatibility condition is the most important condition among those con-
ditions characterizing the tensor product module and thus it is natural to use it
to identify the intermediate module. (In fact, in a recent paper [HLLZ] we have
proved by means of suitable counterexamples that the compatibility condition
is required in the theory.) The method based on the compatibility condition
depends on the simple but powerful result that any “intertwining map” deter-
mines an intertwining operator uniquely. To generalize the original theory to the
logarithmic theory, one first has to generalize this result, and the generalization
of this basic result involves some subtle properties of the logarithmic function.
In particular, we see that the method based on the compatibility condition, and
therefore all the proofs in the logarithmic theory, are more delicate than in the
original theory. In the present paper, we shall explain the results obtained in
this new logarithmic theory. Further details and proofs are contained in [HLZ].
One important application of this generalization is to the category Oκ of
certain modules for an affine Lie algebra studied by Kazhdan and Lusztig in
their series of papers [KL1]–[KL5]. It has been shown in [Z] by the third author
that, among other things, all the conditions needed to apply our theory to this
module category are satisfied. As a result, it is proved in [Z] that there is a
natural vertex tensor category structure on this module category, giving a new
construction, in the context of general vertex operator algebra theory, of the
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braided tensor category structure on Oκ. The methods used in [KL1]–[KL5]
were very different.
The present work is a natural (although subtle) extension of [HL1]–[HL5],
[H1] and [H2]. This work was presented by one of us (L.Z.) in seminars at
Rutgers and at Stony Brook in April, 2003.
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2 The setting
In this section we define some notions that will be used in this paper. We shall
assume the reader has some familiarity with the material in [B], [FLM] and
[FHL], such as the formal delta function, the binomial expansion convention,
the notion of vertex (operator) algebra, and the notion of module for a vertex
(operator) algebra. We also refer the reader to [LL] for such material.
Throughout this paper we use the following usual conventional notation: the
symbols x, x0, x1, x2, . . . , y, y0, y1, y2, . . . will denote commuting independent
formal variables, and by contrast, the symbols z, z0, z1, z2, . . . will denote com-
plex numbers in specified domains. We use the notation N for the nonnegative
integers and Z+ for the positive integers.
We will use the following version of the notion of “conformal vertex algebra”:
A conformal vertex algebra is a vertex algebra equipped with a Z-grading and
with a conformal vector ω satisfying the usual conditions. Hence the only differ-
ence between a conformal vertex algebra and a vertex operator algebra is that
a vertex operator algebra further satisfies two “grading restriction conditions”
(see [FLM] and [FHL]).
Remark 2.1 Analogous to the notion of “quasi-vertex operator algebra” in
[FHL], a slightly more general notion of “Mo¨bius vertex algebra” can be defined:
A Mo¨bius vertex algebra is a vertex algebra equipped with a representation of
sl(2) on V satisfying the same conditions as those for the operators L(−1), L(0)
and L(1) in the definition of vertex operator algebra. Essentially all the results
we shall describe in the present paper for conformal vertex algebras also hold
more generally for Mo¨bius vertex algebras. However, for brevity, in the present
paper we shall state our results only for conformal vertex algebras.
As expected, a module for a conformal vertex algebra V is defined to be a
module for V viewed as a vertex algebra such that the conformal element acts
in the same way as in the definition of vertex operator algebra.
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In this paper we will study a larger family of “modules” which satisfy all
conditions for being a module except that they are only direct sums of general-
ized eigenspaces, rather than eigenspaces, for the operator L(0). We call these
generalized modules.
We also have the obvious notions of module homomorphism, submodule, quo-
tient module, and so on.
For a generalized moduleW , we will denote byW[n] the generalized eigenspace
for L(0) with respect to eigenvalue n; we call n the corresponding (generalized)
weight. Thus
W =
∐
n∈C
W[n];
and for n ∈ C,
W[n] = {w ∈W | (L(0)− n)
mw = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large}.
As in [FHL], from the L(−1)-derivative property and the Jacobi identity for
generalized modules for a conformal vertex algebra V , we have
[L(0), vn] = (L(0)v)n + (−n− 1)vn,
as operators acting on a generalized V -module, for any v ∈ V and n ∈ C. From
this we obtain:
Proposition 2.2 Let W be a generalized module for a conformal vertex algebra
V . Let L(0)s ∈ End W be the “semisimple part” of the operator L(0):
L(0)sw = nw for w ∈W[n], n ∈ C.
Then the “locally nilpotent part” L(0)−L(0)s of L(0) commutes with the action
of V on W . In other words, L(0) − L(0)s is a V -homomorphism from W to
itself.
Let W be a generalized module for a conformal vertex algebra. We will use
the notation W for the completion of W with respect to the C-grading, that is,
W =
∏
n∈C
W[n].
We write
pin : W →W[n] (2.1)
for the natural projection map from W to W[n], for any n ∈ C. We will also
use the same notation for its restriction to W , and for its natural extensions to
spaces of formal series with coefficients in W .
Clearly there is a canonical pairing betweenW and the subspace
∐
n∈C(W[n])
∗
of W ∗ (viewing (W[n])
∗ as embedded in W ∗ in the natural way). Here and
throughout this paper we use the notationM∗ for the dual of a vector spaceM .
We will also use 〈·, ·〉 for the natural pairings between various vector spaces.
The following notion of “strong gradedness” for a conformal vertex algebra
will be needed:
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Definition 2.3 Let A be an abelian group. A conformal vertex algebra
V =
∐
n∈Z
V(n)
is said to be strongly A-graded, or just strongly graded if A is implicitly under-
stood, if there is a second gradation on V , by A,
V =
∐
α∈A
V (α),
such that the following conditions are satisfied: the two gradations are compat-
ible, that is,
V (α) =
∐
n∈Z
V
(α)
(n) (where V
(α)
(n) = V(n)
⋂
V (α)) for any α ∈ A;
for any α, β ∈ A and n ∈ Z,
V
(α)
(n) = 0 for n sufficiently negative;
dim V
(α)
(n) <∞;
1 ∈ V
(0)
(0) ;
vlV
(β) ⊂ V (α+β) for any v ∈ V (α), l ∈ Z;
and
ω ∈ V
(0)
(2) .
Given a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra V and an abelian group
A˜ containing A as a subgroup, a (generalized) V -moduleW is said to be strongly
A˜-graded, or just strongly graded if A˜ is implicitly understood, if the obvious
analogues of the conditions forW in Definition 2.3 hold, except that the grading-
truncation condition becomes: for any β ∈ A˜ and n ∈ C,
W
(β)
[n+k] = 0 for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative. (2.2)
Remark 2.4 Clearly, vertex operator algebras and their (ordinary) modules
are exactly the conformal vertex algebras and their (ordinary) modules that are
strongly graded with respect to the trivial group (with (2.2) used as the grading-
truncation condition). Important examples of other strongly graded conformal
vertex algebras and modules come from vertex algebras and modules associated
with an even lattice that is not necessarily positive definite. We refer the reader
to [Z] for the application of the results in the present work to these examples.
Suppose that L(1) acts locally nilpotently on a conformal vertex algebra V
(which occurs, in particular, if V is strongly graded). Then generalizing formula
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(3.20) in [HL3] we define the opposite vertex operator on a generalized V -module
(W,YW ) associated to v ∈ V by
Y oW (v, x) =
∑
n∈Z
vonx
−n−1 = YW (e
xL(1)(−x−2)L(0)v, x−1), (2.3)
so that
von = (−1)
k
∑
m∈N
1
m!
(L(1)mv)−n−m−2+2k
for v ∈ V(k) and n, k ∈ Z. (Note that the L(1)-local nilpotence is needed for
well-definedness here.) We have
vonW[m] ⊂W[m+n+1−k] for any m ∈ C,
and as in the case of [HL3], the opposite Jacobi identity for Y oW , as in formula
(3.23) of [HL3], holds.
As in Section 5.2 of [FHL], we can define a V -action on W ∗ as follows:
〈Y ′(v, x)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, Y oW (v, x)w〉 (2.4)
for v ∈ V , w′ ∈ W ∗ and w ∈ W ; the correspondence v 7→ Y ′(v, x) is a linear
map from V to (EndW ∗)[[x, x−1]]. Define the operators L′(n) (n ∈ Z) by
Y ′(ω, x) =
∑
n∈Z
L′(n)x−n−2.
Now we can introduce the notion of “contragredient module” of a strongly
graded generalized module. First we give:
Definition 2.5 Let W =
∐
β∈A˜, n∈CW
(β)
[n] be a strongly A˜-graded generalized
module for a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra. We define W ′ to be
the (A˜× C)-graded vector space
W ′ =
∐
β∈A˜, n∈C
(W ′)
(β)
[n] , where (W
′)
(β)
[n] = (W
(−β)
[n] )
∗; (2.5)
also define
(W ′)(β) =
∐
n∈C
(W
(−β)
[n] )
∗ ⊂ (W (−β))∗
and
(W ′)[n] =
∐
β∈A˜
(W
(−β)
[n] )
∗ ⊂ (W[n])
∗,
the homogeneous subspaces ofW ′ with respect to the A˜- and C-grading, respec-
tively. There is of course a canonical pairing betweenW ′ andW ⊂
∏
β∈A˜, n∈CW
(β)
[n] .
Let W and W ′ be as in this definition. It is straightforward to show that
the lower truncation condition for Y ′ on W ′ holds; thus the Jacobi identity can
be formulated on W ′. Furthermore, using the same arguments as in the proofs
of Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.3.1 in [FHL] we have:
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Theorem 2.6 Let A˜ be an abelian group containing A as a subgroup and V a
strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra. Let (W,Y ) be a strongly A˜-graded
V -module (respectively, generalized V -module). Then the pair (W ′, Y ′) carries a
strongly A˜-graded V -module (respectively, generalized V -module) structure, and
(W ′′, Y ′′) = (W,Y ).
The pair (W ′, Y ′) in Theorem 2.6 will be called the contragredient module
of (W,Y ).
Throughout this paper, we will fix a conformal vertex algebra V . Given
abelian groups A and A˜ ⊃ A as above, when V is strongly A-graded we will
write C1 for the category of all strongly A˜-graded generalized V -modules. We
have a contravariant functor (·)′ : (W,Y ) 7→ (W ′, Y ′) from C1 to itself, which we
call the contragredient functor. Our main objects of study will be certain full
subcategories C of C1 that are closed under the contragredient functor.
3 Logarithmic intertwining operators
In this section we first introduce the “logarithm of a formal variable” and study
some of its properties. We then study the notion of “logarithmic intertwining
operator” introduced in [M] and give some results which are essential for our
generalization of the tensor product theory.
We will use the following usual notation for formal series with arbitrary
complex powers, as in [FLM]:
W{x} =
{∑
n∈C
w(n)xn |w(n) ∈ W , n ∈ C
}
for any vector space W and formal variable x.
From now on we will sometimes need and use new independent (commuting)
formal variables denoted by log x, log y, log x1, log x2, . . . , etc. We will work with
formal series in such formal variables together with the “usual” formal variables
x, y, x1, x2, . . . , etc., with coefficients in certain vector spaces, and the powers
of the monomials in all the variables can be arbitrary complex numbers. (Later
we will restrict our attention to only nonnegative integral powers of the “log”
variables.)
Given a formal variable x, we write d
dx
for the linear map on W{x, log x},
for any vector space W not involving x, defined (and indeed well defined) by
the (expected) formula
d
dx
( ∑
m,n∈C
wn,mx
n(log x)m
)
=
∑
m,n∈C
((n+ 1)wn+1,m + (m+ 1)wn+1,m+1)x
n(log x)m
(
=
∑
m,n∈C
nwn,mx
n−1(log x)m +
∑
m,n∈C
mwn,mx
n−1(log x)m−1
)
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where wn,m ∈ W for all m,n ∈ C. The same notation will also be used for the
restriction of d
dx
to any subspace of W{x, log x} that is closed under d
dx
, e.g.,
W{x}[[logx]] or C[x, x−1, log x]. Clearly, d
dx
acting onW{x} coincides with the
usual formal derivative.
Remark 3.1 Let f , g and fi, i in some index set I, all be of the form∑
m,n∈C
wn,mx
n(log x)m ∈ W{x, log x}, wn,m ∈ W . (3.1)
One checks the following straightforwardly: Suppose that the sum of fi, i ∈ I,
exists (in the obvious sense). Then the sum of d
dx
fi, i ∈ I, also exists and is equal
to d
dx
∑
i∈I fi. More generally, for any T = p(x)
d
dx
, p(x) ∈ C[x, x−1], the sum of
Tfi, i ∈ I, exists and is equal to T
∑
i∈I fi. Thus the sum of e
yTfi, i ∈ I, exists
and is equal to eyT
∑
i∈I fi (e
yT being the formal exponential series, as usual).
Suppose thatW is an (associative) algebra or that the coefficients of either f or
g are complex numbers. If the product of f and g exists, then the product of d
dx
f
and g and the product of f and d
dx
g both exist, and d
dx
(fg) = ( d
dx
f)g+ f( d
dx
g).
Furthermore, for any T as before, the product of Tf and g and the product of
f and Tg both exist, and T (fg) = (Tf)g + f(Tg). In addition, the product of
eyTf and eyTg exists and is equal to eyT (fg), just as in formulas (8.2.6)–(8.2.10)
of [FLM]. The point here, of course, is just the formal derivation property of
d
dx
, except that sums and products of expressions do not exist in general.
Remark 3.2 Note that the “equality” x = elog x does not hold, since the left-
hand side is a formal variable, while the right-hand side is a formal series in
another formal variable. In fact, this formula should not be assumed, since, for
example, the formal delta function δ(x) =
∑
n∈Z x
n would not exist in the sense
of formal calculus, if x were allowed to be replaced by the formal series elog x.
By contrast, note that the equality
log ex = x (3.2)
does indeed hold. This is because the formal series ex is of the form 1+X where
X involves only positive integral powers of x and in (3.2), “log” refers to the
usual formal logarithmic series
log(1 +X) =
∑
i≥1
(−1)i−1
i
X i,
not to the “log” of a formal variable. We will use the symbol “log” in both
ways, and the meaning will be clear in context.
We will typically use notations of the form f(x), instead of f(x, log x), to
denote elements of W{x, log x} for some vector space W as above. For this
reason, we need to interpret the meaning of symbols such as f(x+ y), or more
generally, symbols obtained by replacing x in f(x) by something other than
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just a single formal variable (since log x is a formal variable and not the image
of some operator acting on x). Specifically, we use the following notational
conventions; the existence of the expressions will be justified in Remark 3.4:
Notation 3.3 For formal variables x, y, and f(x) of the form (3.1), define
f(x+ y) =
∑
m,n∈C
wn,m(x+ y)
n
(
log x+ log
(
1 +
y
x
))m
=
∑
m,n∈C
wn,m(x+ y)
n
(
log x+
∑
i≥1
(−1)i−1
i
(
y
x
)i)m
; (3.3)
in the right-hand side, (log x +
∑
i≥1
(−1)i−1
i
( y
x
)i)m, according to the binomial
expansion convention, is to be expanded in nonnegative integral powers of the
second summand
∑
i≥1
(−1)i−1
i
( y
x
)i, so the right-hand side of (3.3) is equal to
∑
m,n∈C
wn,m(x+ y)
n
∑
j∈N
(
m
j
)
(log x)m−j
(∑
i≥1
(−1)i−1
i
(
y
x
)i)j
(3.4)
when expanded one step further. Also define
f(xey) =
∑
m,n∈C
wn,mx
neny(log x+ y)m, (3.5)
f(xy) =
∑
m,n∈C
wn,mx
nyn(log x+ log y)m. (3.6)
Remark 3.4 The existence of the right-hand side of (3.3), or (3.4), can be seen
by writing (x+ y)n as xn(1 + y
x
)n and observing that
(∑
i≥1
(−1)i−1
i
(
y
x
)i)j
∈
(
y
x
)j
C
[[
y
x
]]
.
The existence of the right-hand sides of (3.5) and of (3.6) is clear. Further-
more, both f(x + y) and f(xey) lie in W{x, logx}[[y]], while f(xy) lies in
W{xy, logx}[[log y]].
We still have the following identities (cf. Section 8.3 of [FLM]) in the loga-
rithmic settings:
Proposition 3.5 For f(x) as in (3.1), we have
ey
d
dx f(x) = f(x+ y) (3.7)
and
eyx
d
dx f(x) = f(xey). (3.8)
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While (3.8) is straightforward to verify, (3.7) is surprisingly subtle (when
logarithmic terms are involved). For instance, it turns out that (3.7) essentially
amounts to a generating function form of the following combinatorial identity:
j!
k!
∑
0<t1<t2<···<tk−j<k
t1t2 · · · tk−j =
∑
i1 + · · · + ij = k
1 ≤ i1, . . . , ij ≤ k
1
i1i2 · · · ij
(3.9)
for all k ∈ N and j = 0, . . . , k. A wide variety of identities of this type will
clearly arise as a result of the deeper part of our theory. Incidentally, at the
time this work was being written, one of us (L.Z.) happened to pick up the then-
current issue of the American Mathematical Monthly and happened to notice
the following problem from the Problems and Solutions section, proposed by D.
Lubell [Lu]:
Let N and j be positive integers, and let S = {(w1, . . . , wj) ∈
Z
j
+ | 0 < w1 + · · · + wj ≤ N} and T = {(w1, · · · , wj) ∈ Z
j
+ |
w1, . . . , wj are distinct and bounded by N}. Show that
∑
S
1
w1 · · ·wj
=
∑
T
1
w1 · · ·wj
.
This follows immediately from (3.9), which is in fact a refinement, since the
left-hand side of (3.9) is equal to
j!
∑
1≤w1<w2<···<wj−1≤k−1
1
w1w2 · · ·wj−1k
=
∑
Tk
1
w1w2 · · ·wj
where Tk = {(w1, . . . , wj) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
j |wi distinct, with maximum exactly k},
the right-hand side is ∑
Sk
1
w1w2 · · ·wj
where Sk = {(w1, . . . , wj) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
j |w1 + · · · + wj = k}, and one has
S =
∐N
k=1 Sk and T =
∐N
k=1 Tk.
When we define the notion of logarithmic intertwining operator below, we
will impose a condition requiring certain formal series to lie in spaces of the type
W [log x]{x} (so that for each power of x, possibly complex, we have a polynomial
in log x), partly because such results as the following (which is expected) will
indeed hold in our formal setup when the powers of the formal variables are
restricted in this way.
Lemma 3.6 Let a ∈ C and m ∈ Z+. If f(x) ∈ W [log x]{x} (W any vector
space not involving x or log x) satisfies the formal differential equation(
x
d
dx
− a
)m
f(x) = 0, (3.10)
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then f(x) ∈ Wxa⊕Wxa log x · · ·⊕Wxa(log x)m−1; and furthermore, if m is the
smallest integer so that (3.10) is satisfied, then the coefficient of xa(log x)m−1
in f(x) is nonzero.
This can be proved by induction on m.
Note that there are of course solutions of the equation (3.10) outside the
space W [log x]{x}, for example, f(x) = wxbe(a−b) log x ∈ xbW [[log x]] for any
complex number b 6= a and any nonzero vector w ∈ W .
Following [M], with a slight generalization, we now introduce the notion
of logarithmic intertwining operator. We will later see that the axioms in the
following definition correspond exactly to those in the notion of certain “inter-
twining maps” (cf. Definition 4.1).
Definition 3.7 Let W1, W2, W3 be generalized V -modules. A logarithmic
intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is a linear map
Y(·, x)· :W1 ⊗W2 →W3[log x]{x}, (3.11)
or equivalently,
w(1)⊗w(2) 7→ Y(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
n∈C
∑
k∈N
w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2)x
−n−1(log x)k ∈W3[log x]{x}
(3.12)
for all w(1) ∈W1 and w(2) ∈ W2, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
the lower truncation condition: for any w(1) ∈W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and n ∈ C,
w(1)
Y
n+m; k
w(2) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large, independently of k; (3.13)
the Jacobi identity:
x−10 δ
(
x1 − x2
x0
)
Y (v, x1)Y(w(1), x2)w(2)
−x−10 δ
(
x2 − x1
−x0
)
Y(w(1), x2)Y (v, x1)w(2)
= x−12 δ
(
x1 − x0
x2
)
Y(Y (v, x0)w(1), x2)w(2) (3.14)
for v ∈ V , w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2 (note that the first term on the left-hand
side is meaningful because of (3.13)); and the L(−1)-derivative property: for
any w(1) ∈ W1,
Y(L(−1)w(1), x) =
d
dx
Y(w(1), x). (3.15)
Suppose in addition that V and W1, W2 and W3 are strongly graded. A loga-
rithmic intertwining operator Y is a grading-compatible logarithmic intertwining
operator if for β, γ ∈ A˜ and w(1) ∈ W
(β)
1 , w(2) ∈ W
(γ)
2 , n ∈ C and k ∈ N, we
have
w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2) ∈ W
(β+γ)
3 . (3.16)
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By setting v = ω in (3.14) and then taking Resx0Resx1x
j+1
1 we have
[L(j),Y(w(1), x)] =
j+1∑
i=0
(
j + 1
i
)
xiY(L(j − i)w(1), x) (3.17)
for any w(1) ∈ W1 and j = −1, 0, 1.
Every ordinary intertwining operator (as in, for example, [HL3]) is of course a
logarithmic intertwining operator which involves no formal variable log x. (The
present lower truncation condition is more relaxed than the one in [HL3].) The
grading-compatible logarithmic intertwining operators of a fixed type
(
W3
W1W2
)
form a vector space, which we denote by VW3W1W2 . We call the dimension of
VW3W1W2 the fusion rule forW1,W2 andW3 and denote it by N
W3
W1W2
(see Remark
3.11 below).
By direct analysis we can prove:
Lemma 3.8 Let W1, W2, W3 be generalized V -modules. Let
Y(·, x)· :W1 ⊗W2 → W3{x, log x}
w(1) ⊗ w(2) 7→ Y(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
n,k∈C
w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2)x
−n−1(log x)k
be a linear map that satisfies the L(-1)-derivative property (3.15) and the L(0)-
bracket relation, that is, (3.17) with j = 0. Then for any a, b, c ∈ C, t ∈ N,
w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈W2,
(L(0)− c)tY(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
i,j,l∈N, i+j+l=t
t!
i!j!l!
·
·
(
x
d
dx
− c+ a+ b
)l
Y((L(0)− a)iw(1), x)(L(0)− b)
jw(2).
Also, for any a, b, n, k ∈ C, t ∈ N, w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2, we have
(L(0)− a− b+ n+ 1)t(w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2))
= t!
∑
i,j,l≥0, i+j+l=t
(
k + l
l
)(
(L(0)− a)i
i!
w(1)
)Y
n; k+l
(
(L(0)− b)j
j!
w(2)
)
;
in generating function form, this gives
ey(L(0)−a−b+n+1)(w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2))
=
∑
l∈N
(
k + l
l
)
(ey(L(0)−a)w(1))
Y
n; k+l(e
y(L(0)−b)w(2))y
l. (3.18)
Using this lemma, we have the following result, which summarizes some
important properties of logarithmic intertwining operators:
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Proposition 3.9 Let W1, W2, W3 be generalized V -modules, and let Y(·, x)·
be a logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
. Let w(1) and w(2) be
homogeneous elements of W1 and W2 of (generalized) weights n1 and n2 ∈ C,
respectively, and let k1 and k2 be positive integers such that (L(0)−n1)
k1w(1) = 0
and (L(0)− n2)
k2w(2) = 0. Then we have:
(a) ([M]) For any w′(3) ∈ W
∗
3 , n3 ∈ C and k3 ∈ Z+ such that (L
′(0) −
n3)
k3w′(3) = 0,
〈w′(3),Y(w(1), x)w(2)〉
∈ Cxn3−n1−n2 ⊕ Cxn3−n1−n2 log x⊕ · · · ⊕ Cxn3−n1−n2(log x)k1+k2+k3−3.
(b) For any n ∈ C and k ∈ N, w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2) ∈ W3 is homogeneous of (gener-
alized) weight n1 + n2 − n− 1.
(c) Fix n ∈ C and k ∈ N. For each i, j ∈ N, let mij be a nonnegative integer
such that
(L(0)− n1 − n2 + n+ 1)
mij (((L(0)− n1)
iw(1))
Y
n; k(L(0)− n2)
jw(2)) = 0.
Then for all t ≥ max{mij | 0 ≤ i < k1, 0 ≤ j < k2}+ k1 + k2 − 2,
w(1)
Y
n; k+t
w(2) = 0.
Proposition 3.9(b) immediately gives:
Corollary 3.10 Let W1, W2 and W3 be generalized V -modules whose weights
are all congruent modulo Z to complex numbers h1, h2 and h3, respectively
(for example, when W1, W2 and W3 are all indecomposable). Let Y(·, x)· be a
logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1 W2
)
. Then all the powers of x in
Y(·, x)· are congruent modulo Z to h3 − h1 − h2.
Remark 3.11 Let W1, W2 and W3 be (ordinary) V -modules. Then it follows
from Proposition 3.9(a), or alternatively, from Proposition 3.9(b) and (c), that
any logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is just an ordinary inter-
twining operator of this type, i.e., it does not involve log x. As a result, when
V is a vertex operator algebra, for (ordinary) V -modules the notion of fusion
rule defined in this paper coincides with the notion of fusion rule defined in, for
example, [HL3] (except for the minor issue of the truncation condition.)
Our definition of logarithmic intertwining operator is identical to that in
[M] (in case V is a vertex operator algebra) except that in [M], a logarith-
mic intertwining operator Y of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is required to be a linear map
W1 → Hom(W2,W3){x}[log x], instead of as in (3.11), and the lower truncation
condition (3.13) is replaced by:
w(1)
Y
n;k
w(2) = 0 for n whose real part is sufficiently large
for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈W2 and k ∈ N.
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Given a logarithmic intertwining operator Y as in (3.12), set
Y(k)(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
n∈C
w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2)x
−n−1
for k ∈ N, w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2, so that
Y(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
k∈N
Y(k)(w(1), x)w(2)(log x)
k.
Then each Y(k) satisfies the Jacobi identity, but not in general the L(−1)-
derivative property. However, the following result shows that suitable formal
linear combinations of certain modifications of Y(k) (depending on t ∈ N; see
below) form a sequence of logarithmic intertwining operators:
Proposition 3.12 Let W1, W2, W3 be generalized V -modules, and let Y(·, x)·
be a logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1 W2
)
. For µ ∈ C/Z and t ∈ N,
define Xµt :W1 ⊗W2 →W3[log x]{x} by:
Xµt : w(1) ⊗ w(2) 7→
∑
k∈N
(
k + t
t
)∑
n¯=µ
w(1)
Y
n; k+t
w(2)x
−n−1(log x)k.
Then each Xµt is a logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
. In partic-
ular, the operator Xt defined by
Xt : w(1) ⊗ w(2) 7→
∑
k∈N
(
k + t
t
)∑
n∈C
w(1)
Y
n; k+t
w(2)x
−n−1(log x)k (3.19)
is a logarithmic intertwining operator of the same type. In the strongly graded
case, if Y is grading-compatible, then so are Xµt and Xt.
This can be proved essentially by induction on t.
Remark 3.13 Given any logarithmic intertwining operator Y(·, x)· as in (3.11)
and any i, j, k ∈ N, by Proposition 2.2 we see that
(L(0)− L(0)s)
kY((L(0)− L(0)s)
i·, x)(L(0)− L(0)s)
j ·
is again a logarithmic intertwining operator, and in the strongly graded case, if
Y is grading-compatible, so is this operator. It turns out that the intertwining
operators (3.19) are just linear combinations of these.
Now we define operators “x±L(0)” for generalized modules, in the natural
way:
Definition 3.14 Let W be a generalized V -module. We define x±L(0) : W →
W{x}[logx] ⊂W [log x]{x} as follows: For any w ∈W[n] (n ∈ C), define
x±L(0)w = x±ne± log x(L(0)−n)w
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(note that the local nilpotence of L(0) − n on W[n] insures that the formal
exponential series terminates) and then extend linearly to all w ∈ W . We also
define operators x±L
′(0) on W ∗ by the condition that for all w′ ∈ W ∗ and
w ∈ W ,
〈x±L
′(0)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, x±L(0)w〉 (∈ C{x}[log x]),
so that x±L
′(0) :W ∗ →W ∗{x}[[logx]].
Remark 3.15 Note that for w ∈ W[n], by definition we have
x±L(0)w = x±n
∑
i∈N
(L(0)− n)iw
i!
(± log x)i ∈ x±nW[n][log x]. (3.20)
It is also easy to verify that for any w ∈ W ,
xL(0)x−L(0)w = w = x−L(0)xL(0)w, (3.21)
d
dx
x±L(0)w = ±x−1x±L(0)L(0)w. (3.22)
We have the following generalizations to logarithmic intertwining operators
of three standard formulas for (ordinary) intertwining operators (see [FHL],
formulas (5.4.21), (5.4.22) and (5.4.23)); see also [M] for parts (a) and (b):
Proposition 3.16 Let Y be a logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
and let w ∈ W1. Then
(a)
eyL(−1)Y(w, x)e−yL(−1) = Y(eyL(−1)w, x) = Y(w, x + y)
(recall (3.3))
(b)
yL(0)Y(w, x)y−L(0) = Y(yL(0)w, xy)
(recall (3.6))
(c)
eyL(1)Y(w, x)e−yL(1) = Y(ey(1−yx)L(1)(1− yx)−2L(0)w, x(1 − yx)−1).
The equality (a) essentially follows from the identity
L(−1)Y(w, x) = Y(L(−1)w, x) + Y(w, x)L(−1), w ∈W,
and (3.7) in Proposition 3.5, (b) essentially follows from (3.6), (3.18) and (3.21),
and the proof of (c) uses results in [FHL].
Let Y be a logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
. By analogy
with the ordinary case in Section 7.1 of [HL4], for any complex number ζ,
w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2,
Y(w(1), y)w(2)
∣∣∣∣
yn=enζxn, (log y)k=(ζ+log x)k, n∈C, k∈N
(3.23)
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is a well-defined element ofW3[log x]{x}. We denote this element by Y(w(1), e
ζx)w(2).
Note that it depends on ζ, not just on eζ . Given any r ∈ Z, we define
Ωr(Y) : W2 ⊗W1 →W3[log x]{x} by
Ωr(Y)(w(2), x)w(1) = e
xL(−1)Y(w(1), e
(2r+1)piix)w(2) (3.24)
for w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2, the same formula as formula (7.1) of [HL4].
We can prove that Proposition 7.1 in [HL4] still holds when we replace the
phrase “an intertwining operator Y” by “a logarithmic intertwining operator Y.”
This result continues to hold for grading-compatible logarithmic intertwining
operators, in the strongly graded case, and in particular, Y 7→ Ωr(Y) is a linear
isomorphism from VW3W1W2 to V
W3
W2W1
with inverse given by Ω−r−1.
In case V , W1, W2 and W3 are strongly graded, we can also carry over the
concept of “r-contragredient operator” from [HL4], as follows: Given a grading-
compatible logarithmic intertwining operator Y of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
and an integer
r, we define the r-contragredient operator of Y to be the linear map
W1 ⊗W
′
3 → W
′
2{x}[[log x]]
w(1) ⊗ w
′
(3) 7→ Ar(Y)(w(1), x)w
′
(3)
given by
〈Ar(Y)(w(1), x)w
′
(3), w(2)〉W2
= 〈w′(3),Y(e
xL(1)e(2r+1)piiL(0)(x−L(0))2w(1), x
−1)w(2)〉W3 ,
for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈W2 and w
′
(3) ∈ W
′
3, where we use the notation
f(x−1) =
∑
m∈N, n∈C
wn,mx
−n(− log x)m
for any f(x) =
∑
m∈N, n∈C wn,mx
n(log x)m ∈ W{x}[[logx]], W any vector space
(not involving x). Note that for the case W1 = V , W2 = W3 = W and Y =
YW , the operator Ar(YW ) agrees with the contragredient vertex operator Y
′
W
of YW (recall (2.3) and (2.4)) for any r ∈ Z. In general, we can prove that
Proposition 7.3 in [HL4] still holds when we replace the phrase “an intertwining
operator Y” by “a grading-compatible logarithmic intertwining operator Y,”
and in particular Y 7→ Ar(Y) defines a linear isomorphism from V
W3
W1W2
to
V
W ′2
W1W
′
3
, with inverse given by A−r−1.
Let V , W1, W2 and W3 be strongly graded. Set
NW1W2W3 = N
W ′3
W1W2
.
Then from the above discussion, we see that, as in the ordinary case, for any
permutation σ of (1, 2, 3), NW1W2W3 = NWσ(1)Wσ(2)Wσ(3) .
Finally, it is clear from Proposition 3.9(b) that, in the nontrivial logarithmic
intertwining operator case, taking projections to (generalized) weight subspaces
is not enough to recover the coefficients of xn(log x)k in Y(w(1), x)w(2) for each
n ∈ C and k ∈ N. However, by using identities related to those in Lemma 3.8
we have the following result:
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Proposition 3.17 Let W1, W2, W3 be generalized V -modules and Y a loga-
rithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
. Let w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2
be homogeneous of (generalized) weights n1 and n2, respectively. Then for any
n ∈ C and any r ∈ N, w(1)
Y
n; r
w(2) can be written as a certain linear combination
of products of the component of weight n1 + n2 − n− 1 of
(L(0)− n1 − n2 + n+ 1)
lY((L(0)− n1)
iw(1), x)(L(0)− n2)
jw(2)
for certain i, j, l ∈ N with monomials of the form xn+1(log x)m for certain m ∈
N.
4 Definition and constructions of P (z)-tensor prod-
uct
We now present our results on generalization of the P (z)-tensor product con-
struction developed in [HL3], [HL4] and [HL5]. Although many results here
have the same statement as in the ordinary case, one should note that the in-
volvement of logarithms makes the situation subtle, and their validity is based
on the results from the last section.
Throughout this section and the remainder of this paper, we shall assume
the following, unless other assumptions are explicitly made: A is an abelian
group and A˜ is an abelian group containing A as a subgroup; V is a strongly
A-graded conformal vertex algebra; all V -modules and generalized V -modules
considered are strongly A˜-graded; and all intertwining operators and logarithmic
intertwining operators considered are grading-compatible. Also, z will be a fixed
nonzero complex number.
We first generalize the notion of P (z)-intertwining map from Section 4 of
[HL3]:
Definition 4.1 Let (W1, Y1), (W2, Y2) and (W3, Y3) be generalized V -modules.
A P (z)-intertwining map of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is a linear map I :W1⊗W2 →W 3 such
that the following conditions are satisfied: the grading compatibility condition:
for β, γ ∈ A˜ and w(1) ∈ W
(β)
1 , w(2) ∈W
(γ)
2 ,
I(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) ∈W
(β+γ)
3 ; (4.1)
the lower truncation condition: for any elements w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2, and
any n ∈ C,
pin−mI(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large (4.2)
(which in fact follows from (4.1)); and the Jacobi identity:
x−10 δ
(
x1 − z
x0
)
Y3(v, x1)I(w(1) ⊗ w(2))
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= z−1δ
(
x1 − x0
z
)
I(Y1(v, x0)w(1) ⊗ w(2))
+x−10 δ
(
z − x1
−x0
)
I(w(1) ⊗ Y2(v, x1)w(2)) (4.3)
for v ∈ V , w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2 (note that the left-hand side of (4.3) is
meaningful because any infinite linear combination of vn (n ∈ Z) of the form∑
n<N anvn (an ∈ C) acts on any I(w(1) ⊗ w(2)), due to (4.2)). The vector
space of P (z)-intertwining maps of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is denoted by M[P (z)]W3W1W2 ,
or simply by MW3W1W2 if there is no ambiguity.
Following [HL3] we will choose the branch of log z so that 0 ≤ Im(log z) < 2pi.
We will also use the notation lp(z) = log z+2piip, p ∈ Z, from [HL3] for arbitrary
branches of the log function. For any expression f(x) as in (3.1) and any ζ ∈ C,
whenever
f(x)
∣∣∣∣
xn=enζ , (log x)m=ζm, m,n∈C
(4.4)
exists, in particular, when f(x) = Y(w(1), x)w(2) (∈ W3[log x]{x}) for some
w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and some logarithmic intertwining operator Y of type(
W3
W1W2
)
((4.4) exists in this case because of Proposition 3.9(b)), we will write
(4.4) simply as f(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=eζ
or f(eζ), and call this “substituting eζ for x in f(x)”,
despite the fact that in general it depends on ζ, not just eζ (see also (3.23)). In
addition, fixing an integer p, we will sometimes write
f(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=z
or f(z)
instead of f(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=elp(z)
or f(elp(z)).
Fix an integer p. Let Y be a logarithmic intertwining operator of type(
W3
W1W2
)
. Then we have a linear map IY,p :W1 ⊗W2 →W 3 defined by
IY,p(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) = Y(w(1), e
lp(z))w(2) (4.5)
for all w(1) ∈W1 and w(2) ∈W2 (the right-hand side of (4.5) is indeed an element
of W 3, again because of Proposition 3.9(b)). On the other hand, given a P (z)-
intertwining map I, we define a linear map YI,p : W1 ⊗ W2 → W3[log x]{x}
by
YI,p(w(1), x)w(2) =
yL(0)xL(0)I(y−L(0)x−L(0)w(1) ⊗ y
−L(0)x−L(0)w(2))
∣∣∣∣
y=e−lp(z)
(4.6)
for any w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2 (this is well defined and indeed maps to
W3[log x]{x}, in view of (3.20) and (4.2)). Define the notation w(1)
I,p
n;kw(2) ∈W3
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by
YI,p(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
n∈C
∑
k∈N
w(1)
I,p
n;k
w(2)x
−n−1(log x)k.
Observe that since the operator x±L(0) always increases the power of x in an
expression homogeneous of (generalized) weight n by ±n, from (4.6) we have
that w(1)
I,p
n;kw(2) ∈ (W3)[n1+n2−n−1] for w(1) ∈ (W1)[n1] and w(2) ∈ (W2)[n2].
Using results in the last section we have the following correspondence be-
tween logarithmic intertwining operators and P (z)-intertwining maps, general-
izing Proposition 12.2 in [HL5]:
Proposition 4.2 For p ∈ Z, the correspondence Y 7→ IY,p is a linear iso-
morphism from the space VW3W1W2 of logarithmic intertwining operators of type(
W3
W1W2
)
to the space MW3W1W2 of P (z)-intertwining maps of the same type. Its
inverse map is given by I 7→ YI,p.
The definition of P (z)-tensor product, in terms of the P (z)-intertwining
maps defined earlier, is the same as that in [HL3], except that here we take into
account that the module category under consideration can vary. For this, recall
the category C1 from the end of Section 2. We have:
Definition 4.3 For W1,W2 ∈ ob C1, a P (z)-product of W1 and W2 is an object
(W3, Y3) in C1 together with a P (z)-intertwining map I3 of type
(
W3
W1 W2
)
. We
denote it by (W3, Y3; I3) or simply by (W3, I3). Let (W4, Y4; I4) be another
P (z)-product of W1 and W2. A morphism from (W3, Y3; I3) to (W4, Y4; I4) is a
module map η from W3 to W4 such that I4 = η¯ ◦ I3, where η¯ is the natural map
from W 3 to W 4 uniquely extending η.
Definition 4.4 Let C be a full subcategory of C1. For W1,W2 ∈ obC, a P (z)-
tensor product of W1 and W2 in C is a P (z)-product (W0, Y0; I0) withW0 ∈ obC
such that for any P (z)-product (W,Y ; I) with W ∈ obC, there is a unique
morphism from (W0, Y0; I0) to (W,Y ; I). Clearly, a P (z)-tensor product of W1
and W2 in C, if it exists, is unique up to a unique isomorphism. In this case
we will denote it as (W1 ⊠P (z) W2, YP (z);⊠P (z)) and call the object (W1 ⊠P (z)
W2, YP (z)) the P (z)-tensor product module of W1 and W2 in C. We will omit
the phrase “in C” if the category C under consideration is understood in context.
Remark 4.5 It is easy to show that in this setting, if W1⊠P (z)W2 exists, then
W1 ⊠P (z1) W2 exists for any z1 ∈ C
×.
Proposition 4.2 shows that Proposition 12.3 in [HL5], which relates module
maps from a P (z)-tensor product module with P (z)-intertwining maps and
intertwining operators, still holds, for logarithmic intertwining operators in the
present case.
Let (W1 ⊠P (z) W2, YP (z);⊠P (z)) be the P (z)-tensor product of W1 and W2.
We will sometimes denote the image of the P (z)-intertwining map
w(1) ⊗ w(2) 7→ ⊠P (z)(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) = ⊠P (z)(w(1), z)w(2)
simply by w(1) ⊠P (z) w(2).
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Remark 4.6 Suppose that C is a full subcategory of C1 such that for allW1,W2 ∈
obC, the P (z)-tensor product of W1 and W2 exists in C. Then the P (z)-tensor
product can be viewed as a (bi)functor from C × C to C in a natural way.
As in the ordinary case, we have:
Proposition 4.7 The module W1⊠P (z)W2 (if it exists) is spanned (as a vector
space) by the (generalized-)weight components of the elements of W1 ⊠P (z) W2
of the form w(1) ⊠P (z) w(2), for all w(1) ∈W1 and w(2) ∈W2.
Let C be some full subcategory of C1 closed under the contragredient functor
(·)′ and under taking finite direct sums, submodules and quotients, and contain-
ing V as an object.
We now use the “double dual” approach, as in [HL3], [HL4] and [HL5], to
construct the P (z)-tensor product in C, when it exists. First we study a certain
adjoint of a P (z)-intertwining map. Recall from [FLM] that ι+ is the map that
expands a formal rational function (in t, below) in the direction of nonnegative
powers of the formal variable. Also recall from [HL3] the notation
Yt(v, x) =
∑
n∈Z
(v ⊗ tn)x−n−1
for v ∈ V .
Definition 4.8 Define the linear action τP (z) of
V ⊗ ι+C[t, t
−1, (z−1 − t)−1]
on (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ by (cf. (5.1) in [HL3])(
τP (z)
(
x−10 δ
(
x−11 − z
x0
)
Yt(v, x1)
)
λ
)
(w(1) ⊗ w(2))
= z−1δ
(
x−11 − x0
z
)
λ(Y1(e
x1L(1)(−x−21 )
L(0)v, x0)w(1) ⊗ w(2))
+x−10 δ
(
z − x−11
−x0
)
λ(w(1) ⊗ Y
o
2 (v, x1)w(2))
for v ∈ V , λ ∈ (W1 ⊗W2)
∗, w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2. (Note that this is indeed
well defined and the right-hand side is in fact a finite sum in view of the lower
truncation condition for vertex operators.) Denote by Y ′
P (z) the action of V ⊗
C[t, t−1] on (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ thus defined: Y ′
P (z)(v, x) = τP (z)(Yt(v, x)), that is,
(Y ′P (z)(v, x1)λ)(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) = λ(w(1) ⊗ Y
o
2 (v, x1)w(2))
+Resx0z
−1δ
(
x−11 − x0
z
)
λ(Y1(e
x1L(1)(−x−21 )
L(0)v, x0)w(1) ⊗ w(2)).
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Remark 4.9 Using the action τP (z), (4.3) can be equivalently written as(
x−10 δ
(
x−11 − z
x0
)
Y ′(v, x1)w
′
(3)
)
◦I = τP (z)
(
x−10 δ
(
x−11 − z
x0
)
Yt(v, x1)
)
(w′(3)◦I).
for w′(3) ∈ W
′
3.
Using τP (z) we find that Proposition 13.3 in [HL5] and the corresponding
commutator formula still hold.
Write
Y ′P (z)(ω, x) =
∑
n∈Z
L′P (z)(n)x
−n−2.
Then we have that the coefficient operators of Y ′
P (z)(ω, x) satisfy the Virasoro
algebra commutator relations, that is,
[L′P (z)(m), L
′
P (z)(n)] = (m− n)L
′
P (z)(m+ n) +
1
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0c.
Another notion, corresponding to the lower truncation condition for P (z)-
intertwining maps, is needed:
Definition 4.10 A map J ∈ Hom(W ′3, (W1 ⊗W2)
∗) is said to be grading re-
stricted if J respects the A˜-gradings (the notion of homogeneity of an element
of (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ with respect to A˜ is defined in the obvious way using the usual
tensor product A˜-grading of W1 ⊗W2) and if given any n ∈ C, w(1) ∈ W1 and
w(2) ∈ W2,
J((W ′3)[n−m])(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large.
Clearly, J ∈ Hom(W ′3, (W1 ⊗W2)
∗) is grading restricted if and only if the
map I ∈ Hom(W1 ⊗W2,W 3) defined by
〈w′(3), I(w(1) ⊗ w(2))〉 = 〈J(w
′
(3)), w(1) ⊗ w(2)〉
satisfies the grading-compatibility condition (4.1) and the lower truncation con-
dition (4.2).
From this and Remark 4.9 we have the following result generalizing Propo-
sition 13.1 in [HL5]:
Proposition 4.11 LetW1,W2 andW3 be objects in C1. Then under the natural
map
Hom(W1 ⊗W2,W 3)→ Hom(W
′
3, (W1 ⊗W2)
∗), (4.7)
the P (z)-intertwining maps of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
correspond exactly to the grading
restricted maps in Hom(W ′3, (W1 ⊗W2)
∗) intertwining the actions of
V ⊗ ι+C[t, t
−1, (z−1 − t)−1]
on W ′3 and (W1 ⊗W2)
∗.
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Remark 4.12 Note that in contrast with the case in [HL5], the natural map
(4.7) is in general only an injection, rather than an isomorphism. This is because
W 3 is the completion ofW3 with respect to the C-grading and not the A˜-grading.
For W1,W2 ∈ obC1, a P (z)-product (W, I) of W1 and W2 with W ∈ obC1
can now be reformulated as an object (W,Y ) in C1 equipped with a linear map
I from W1 ⊗W2 to W such that the corresponding linear map
I ′ :W ′ → (W1 ⊗W2)
∗,
w′ 7→ w′ ◦ I
is grading restricted and satisfies the intertwining conditions in Proposition 4.11.
Let W1,W2 ∈ obC. Define W1 P (z)W2 to be the sum (or union) of all
I ′(W ′) ⊂ (W1 ⊗ W2)
∗, where (W, I) is a P (z)-product of W1 and W2 with
W ∈ ob C. Then from the constructions and a proof analogous to that in the
ordinary case we have the following generalization of Proposition 13.7 in [HL5]:
Proposition 4.13 If (W1 P (z)W2, Y
′
P (z)) is an object of C, then denoting by
(W1 ⊠P (z) W2, YP (z)) its contragredient module, we have that the P (z)-tensor
product in C exists and is (W1⊠P (z)W2, YP (z); i
′), where i is the natural inclusion
from W1 P (z)W2 to (W1 ⊗W2)
∗. Conversely, if the P (z)-tensor product of W1
and W2 in C exists, then (W1 P (z)W2, Y
′
P (z)) is an object in C.
Let (W, I) be a P (z)-product of W1 and W2 and w
′ ∈ W ′. It is easy to
see that I ′(w′) satisfies the following nontrivial and subtle conditions on λ ∈
(W1 ⊗W2)
∗:
The P (z)-compatibility condition
(a) The lower truncation condition: For all v ∈ V , the formal Laurent
series Y ′
P (z)(v, x)λ involves only finitely many negative powers of x.
(b) The following formula holds:
τP (z)
(
x−10 δ
(
x−11 − z
x0
)
Yt(v, x1)
)
λ
= x−10 δ
(
x−11 − z
x0
)
Y ′P (z)(v, x1)λ for all v ∈ V. (4.8)
(Note that the two sides of (4.8) are not a priori equal for general λ ∈
(W1 ⊗W2)
∗.)
Furthermore, since I ′ in particular intertwines the two actions of V⊗C[t, t−1],
I ′(W ′) is a generalized V -module. Therefore, for each w′ ∈ W ′, I ′(w′) also
satisfies the following condition on an element λ ∈ (W1 ⊗W2)
∗:
The P (z)-local grading restriction condition
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(a) The grading condition: λ is a (finite) sum of generalized eigenvectors
in (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ for the operator L′P (z)(0) that are also homogeneous with
respect to A˜.
(b) The smallest A˜-graded subspace Wλ of (W1 ⊗ W2)
∗ containing λ
and stable under the component operators τP (z)(v ⊗ t
m) of the operators
Y ′P (z)(v, x) for v ∈ V , m ∈ Z has the properties
dim(Wλ)
(β)
[n] <∞,
(Wλ)
(β)
[n+k] = 0 for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative
for any n ∈ C and β ∈ A˜, where the subscripts denote the C-grading by
L′
P (z)(0)-eigenvalues and the superscripts denote the natural A˜-grading.
The next two results are crucial to the theory, as the corresponding results
were in [HL3]–[HL5]. Using the results on logarithmic operators in the last
section we are able to prove, by methods analogous to, but more subtle than,
the methods in [HL3]–[HL5]:
Theorem 4.14 Let λ be an element of (W1⊗W2)
∗ satisfying the P (z)-compatibility
condition. Then when acting on λ, the Jacobi identity for Y ′
P (z) holds, that is,
x−10 δ
(
x1 − x2
x0
)
Y ′P (z)(u, x1)Y
′
P (z)(v, x2)λ
−x−10 δ
(
x2 − x1
−x0
)
Y ′P (z)(v, x2)Y
′
P (z)(u, x1)λ
= x−12 δ
(
x1 − x0
x2
)
Y ′P (z)(Y (u, x0)v, x2)λ
for u, v ∈ V .
Proposition 4.15 The subspace consisting of the elements of (W1⊗W2)
∗ satis-
fying the P (z)-compatibility condition is stable under the operators τP (z)(v⊗ t
n)
for v ∈ V and n ∈ Z, and similarly for the subspace consisting of the elements
satisfying the P (z)-local grading-restriction condition.
As a consequence of these results, we have that an element of (W1 ⊗W2)
∗
satisfying the P (z)-compatibility condition and the P (z)-local grading restric-
tion condition generates a (strongly graded) generalized V -module under the
operators τP (z)(v ⊗ t
n) for v ∈ V and n ∈ Z.
From all these results we can use the strategy of [HL3]–[HL5] to obtain the
following alternative description of W1 P (z)W2:
Proposition 4.16 Suppose that for every element λ of (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ satisfying
the P (z)-compatibility condition and the P (z)-local grading restriction condition,
the generalized module Wλ generated by λ under the operators τP (z)(v ⊗ t
n) for
v ∈ V and n ∈ Z lies in C (this of course holds in particular if C = C1). Then the
subspace of (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ consisting of all such elements is equal to W1 P (z)W2.
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In the earlier work [HL3]–[HL5] of the first two authors, another type of
tensor product, the Q(z)-tensor product, was studied and developed in addition
to the P (z)-tensor product, in [HL3] and [HL4]. Then the P (z)-tensor product
was studied systematically in [HL5], and many proofs for the P (z) case were
obtained by the use of the results established for the Q(z) case. Below we give
the definition of a Q(z)-intertwining map and its relations to P (z)-intertwining
maps, in the present more general context.
Definition 4.17 Let (W1, Y1), (W2, Y2) and (W3, Y3) be generalized V -modules.
A Q(z)-intertwining map of type
(
W3
W1 W2
)
is a linear map I :W1⊗W2 →W 3 such
that the following conditions are satisfied: the grading compatibility condition:
for β, γ ∈ A˜ and w(1) ∈ W
(β)
1 , w(2) ∈W
(γ)
2 ,
I(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) ∈W
(β+γ)
3 ; (4.9)
the lower truncation condition: for any elements w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2, and
any n ∈ C,
pin−mI(w(1) ⊗ w(2)) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large; (4.10)
and the Jacobi identity:
z−1δ
(
x1 − x0
z
)
Y o3 (v, x0)I(w(1) ⊗ w(2))
= x−10 δ
(
x1 − z
x0
)
I(Y o1 (v, x1)w(1) ⊗ w(2))
−x−10 δ
(
z − x1
−x0
)
I(w(1) ⊗ Y2(v, x1)w(2)) (4.11)
for v ∈ V , w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2 (recall (2.3), and note that the left-hand
side of (4.11) is meaningful because any infinite linear combination of vn of the
form
∑
n<N anvn (an ∈ C) acts on any I(w(1)⊗w(2)), due to (4.10)). The vector
space of Q(z)-intertwining maps of type
(
W3
W1 W2
)
is denoted by M[Q(z)]W3W1W2 ,
or simply by MW3W1W2 if there is no ambiguity.
We have the following result relating P (z)- and Q(z)-intertwining maps, es-
sentially due to the fact that Q(z) represents the Riemann sphere C∪{∞} with
ordered punctures z, ∞, 0, with z the negatively oriented puncture, and with
standard local coordinates vanishing at these punctures, while P (z) represents
the Riemann sphere with ordered punctures ∞, z, 0, with ∞ the negatively ori-
ented puncture, and with standard local coordinates vanishing at the punctures:
Proposition 4.18 Let W1, W2 and W3 be generalized V -modules. Let I : W1⊗
W2 → W 3 and J :W
′
3 ⊗W2 →W
′
1 be linear maps related to each other by
〈w(1), J(w
′
(3) ⊗ w(2))〉 = 〈w
′
(3), I(w(1) ⊗ w(2))〉
for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and w
′
(3) ∈ W
′
3. Then I is a Q(z)-intertwining
map of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
if and only if J is a P (z)-intertwining map of type
(
W ′1
W ′3 W2
)
.
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We remark that all the material in the earlier part of this section can be
carried over to the Q(z) case.
5 The associativity isomorphism
Having developed the concept of logarithmic intertwining operator and con-
structed the P (z)-tensor product, when it exists, we now proceed to the con-
struction of the associativity isomorphism for this type of tensor product. We
are able to show that the material in [H1] can be carried over, or adapted, to
the setup in this paper. We first investigate the necessary conditions for the
existence of the associativity isomorphism, and then we give the construction
under these conditions. Again we refer the reader to [HLZ] for further details
and proofs.
We adopt the definition (incorporating convergence) of existence of products
(respectively, iterates) of two intertwining maps given in (14.1) (respectively,
(14.2)) in [H1]. We have the following result generalizing that in [H1], which
can be proved by a logarithmic analogue of the arguments in [H1]. One needs
to use the transformations Ωr developed in Section 3, which involve log x in a
subtle way.
Proposition 5.1 The following two conditions are equivalent:
1. For any objects W1, W2, W3, W4 and M1 in C, any nonzero complex
numbers z1 and z2 satisfying |z1| > |z2| > 0, any P (z1)-intertwining map
I1 of type
(
W4
W1M1
)
and any P (z2)-intertwining map I2 of type
(
M1
W2W3
)
, the
product γ(I1; 1W1 , I2) of I1 and I2 exists.
2. For any objects W1, W2, W3, W4 and M2 in C, any nonzero complex
numbers z0 and z2 satisfying |z2| > |z0| > 0, any P (z2)-intertwining map
I1 of type
(
W4
M2W3
)
and any P (z0)-intertwining map I
2 of type
(
M2
W1W2
)
, the
iterate γ(I1; I2, 1W3) of I
1 and I2 exists.
We call either property in Proposition 5.1 the convergence condition in the
category C. If the convergence condition in the category C holds, then as images
of the product or iterate of certain intertwining maps, w(1) ⊠P (z1) (w(2) ⊠P (z2)
w(3)) and (w(1)⊠P (z1−z2) w(2))⊠P (z2) w(3) for w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈W2 and w(3) ∈
W3 exist as elements of
W1 ⊠P (z1) (W2 ⊠P (z2) W3) and (W1 ⊠P (z1−z2) W2)⊠P (z2) W3,
respectively, when these tensor products exist.
We will use the following concept concerning unique expansion of an analytic
function in terms of powers of z and log z: Here we will call a subset S of C×C
a unique expansion set if the absolute convergence to 0 on some nonempty open
subset of C of any series
∑
(α,β)∈S aα,βz
α(log z)β implies that aα,β = 0 for all
(α, β) ∈ S. It is easy to show that Z × {0, 1, . . . , N} is a unique expansion set
for any N ∈ N. More generally, D × {0, 1, . . . , N} is a unique expansion set for
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any discrete subset D of R. On the other hand, it is known that C× {0} is not
a unique expansion set1.
For the rest of this section, we assume for convenience that for any object in
C, the (generalized) weights form a discrete set of real numbers. This assumption
implies that for any objects W1, W2 and W3 in C, all possible powers (with
nonzero coefficients) of x and log x in the image of any element of W1 ⊗W2
under any logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1 W2
)
form a unique
expansion set.
Under this assumption, by using (3.7) and (3.15) we can prove the following
result:
Proposition 5.2 Assume that the convergence condition in C holds. Let z1,
z2 be two fixed nonzero complex numbers satisfying |z1| > |z2| > 0, and let I1
and I2 be P (z1)- and P (z2)-intertwining maps of types
(
W4
W1M1
)
and
(
M1
W2 W3
)
,
respectively. Let w(1) ∈ W1, w(3) ∈ W3 and w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4. Suppose that for any
w(2) ∈ W2,
〈w′(4), I1(w(1), z1)I2(w(2), z2)w(3)〉 = 0.
Then
〈w′(4), pipI1(w(1), z1)piqI2(w(2), z2)w(3)〉 = 0
(recall (2.1)) for all p, q ∈ C and w(2) ∈ W2.
As a consequence, we have:
Corollary 5.3 Suppose that the P (z2)-tensor product of W2 and W3 and the
P (z1)-tensor product of W1 and W2 ⊠P (z2) W3 both exist. Then the space
W1 ⊠P (z1) (W2 ⊠P (z2) W3) is spanned as a vector space by the weight compo-
nents of all elements of the form w(1)⊠P (z1) (w(2)⊠P (z2)w(3)), where w(1) ∈ W1,
w(2) ∈ W2 and w(3) ∈W3.
Analogously, we have the corresponding proposition and corollary concerning
iterates of intertwining maps as well, which we will not give here.
Remark 5.4 One can generalize these propositions to the case of products and
iterates of more than two intertwining maps. The spanning property in the case
of four generalized modules will be used in proving the “coherence theorem” for
the constructed “vertex tensor category.”
Now suppose that the convergence condition in C holds. We first give the
following definition, which will be important in studying compositions of inter-
twining maps:
Definition 5.5 Let z0, z1, z2 ∈ C
× with z0 = z1 − z2 (so that in particular
z1 6= z2, z0 6= z1 and z0 6= −z2). Let (W1, Y1), (W2, Y2), (W3, Y3) and (W4, Y4)
be generalized V -modules. A P (z1, z2)-intertwining map is a linear map F :
1We thank A. Eremenko for informing us of this result.
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W1 ⊗ W2 ⊗ W3 → W 4 such that the following conditions are satisfied: the
grading compatibility condition: for βi ∈ A˜ and w(i) ∈W
(βi)
i for i = 1, 2, 3,
F (w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3)) ∈W
(β1+β2+β3)
4 ; (5.1)
the lower truncation condition: for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2, w(3) ∈ W3 and
n ∈ C,
pin−mF (w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3)) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large; (5.2)
and the composite Jacobi identity:
x−11 δ
(
x0 − z1
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
x0 − z2
x2
)
Y4(v, x0)F (w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3))
= x−10 δ
(
z1 + x1
x0
)
x−12 δ
(
z0 + x1
x2
)
F (Y1(v, x1)w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3))
+x−10 δ
(
z2 + x2
x0
)
x−11 δ
(
−z0 + x2
x1
)
F (w(1) ⊗ Y2(v, x2)w(2) ⊗ w(3))
+x−11 δ
(
−z1 + x0
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
−z2 + x0
x2
)
F (w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ Y3(v, x0)w(3))
(5.3)
for v ∈ V , w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and w(3) ∈ W3 (note that the left-hand side
of (5.3) is meaningful because any infinite linear combination of the vn of the
form
∑
n<N anvn (an ∈ C) acts on any F (w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3)), due to (5.2)).
As in [H1], one shows that in the setting of Proposition 5.1, γ(I1; 1W1 , I2)
is a P (z1, z2)-intertwining map when |z1| > |z2| > 0, and γ(I
1; I2, 1W3) is a
P (z2 + z0, z2)-intertwining map when |z2| > |z0| > 0.
We now define the following action (cf. Definition 4.8):
Definition 5.6 Let z1, z2 ∈ C
×, z1 6= z2. The linear action τP (z1,z2) of
V ⊗ ι+C[t, t
−1, (z−11 − t)
−1, (z−12 − t)
−1] (5.4)
on (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗ is defined by(
τP (z1,z2)
(
x−11 δ
(
x−10 − z1
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
x−10 − z2
x2
)
Yt(v, x0)
)
λ
)
(w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3))
= x0δ
(
z1 + x1
x−10
)
x−12 δ
(
z0 + x1
x2
)
·
λ(Y1((−x
−2
0 )
L(0)e−x
−1
0 L(1)v, x1)w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3))
+x0δ
(
z2 + x2
x−10
)
x−11 δ
(
−z0 + x2
x1
)
·
λ(w(1) ⊗ Y2((−x
−2
0 )
L(0)e−x
−1
0 L(1)v, x2)w(2) ⊗ w(3))
+x−11 δ
(
−z1 + x
−1
0
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
−z2 + x
−1
0
x2
)
λ(w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ Y
o
3 (v, x0)w(3))
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for v ∈ V , λ ∈ (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗, w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and w(3) ∈ W3. Also,
denote by Y ′P (z1,z2) the action of V ⊗C[t, t
−1] on (W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗ thus defined,
that is,
Y ′P (z1,z2)(v, x) = τP (z1,z2)(Yt(v, x)).
Remark 5.7 In (14.18) and (14.20) of [H1], actions τ
(1)
P (z1,z2)
and τ
(2)
P (z1,z2)
of
(5.4) on (W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗ were defined, when |z1| > |z2| > 0 and |z2| > |z1−z2| >
0, respectively. The action τP (z1,z2) of (5.4) on (W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗, defined on all
of {z1, z2 ∈ C
×|z1 6= z2}, coincides with, and thus extends, these two actions.
Remark 5.8 Using the action τP (z1,z2), the equality (5.3) can be equivalently
written as: For any w′(4) ∈ W
′
4,(
x−11 δ
(
x−10 − z1
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
x−10 − z2
x2
)
Y ′4(v, x0)w
′
(4)
)
◦ F
= τP (z1,z2)
(
x−11 δ
(
x−10 − z1
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
x−10 − z2
x2
)
Yt(v, x0)
)
(w′(4) ◦ F ).
We will write
Y ′P (z1,z2)(ω, x) =
∑
n∈Z
L′P (z1,z2)(n)x
−n−2.
As in the P (z)-intertwining map case, one more notion, corresponding to
the lower truncation condition for P (z1, z2)-intertwining maps, is needed:
Definition 5.9 A map G ∈ Hom(W ′4, (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗) is said to be grading
restricted if G respects the A˜-gradings and if given any n ∈ C, w(1) ∈ W1,
w(2) ∈ W2 and w(3) ∈ W3,
G((W ′4)[n−m])(w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3)) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large.
Clearly, if G ∈ Hom(W ′4, (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗) is grading restricted, then the
map F ∈ Hom(W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3,W 4) defined by
〈w′(4), F (w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3)〉 = 〈G(w
′
(4)), w(1) ⊗ w(2) ⊗ w(3)〉
satisfies the grading-compatibility condition (5.1) and the lower truncation con-
dition (5.2).
From these considerations we obtain:
Proposition 5.10 Let z1, z2 ∈ C
×, z1 6= z2. Let W1, W2, W3 and W4 be
objects in C. Then under the natural map
Hom(W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3,W 4)→ Hom(W
′
4, (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗),
the P (z1, z2)-intertwining maps correspond exactly to the grading restricted maps
in Hom(W ′4, (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗) intertwining the actions of the space (5.4) on
W ′4 and (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗.
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Let G ∈ Hom(W ′4, (W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗) correspond to a P (z1, z2)-intertwining
map as in Proposition 5.10. Then for any w′(4) ∈ W
′
4, G(w
′
(4)) satisfies the
following conditions on an element λ ∈ (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗:
The P (z1, z2)-compatibility condition
(a) The P (z1, z2)-lower truncation condition: For any v ∈ V , the formal
Laurent series Y ′
P (z1,z2)
(v, x)λ involves only finitely many negative powers
of x.
(b) The following formula holds: for any v ∈ V ,
τP (z1,z2)
(
x−11 δ
(
x−10 − z1
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
x−10 − z2
x2
)
Yt(v, x0)
)
λ
= x−11 δ
(
x−10 − z1
x1
)
x−12 δ
(
x−10 − z2
x2
)
Y ′P (z1,z2)(v, x0)λ. (5.5)
(Note that the two sides of (5.5) are not a priori equal for general λ ∈
(W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗.)
The P (z1, z2)-local grading restriction condition
(a) The grading condition: λ is a (finite) sum of generalized eigenvectors in
(W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗ for the operator L′P (z1,z2)(0) that are also homogeneous
with respect to A˜.
(b) The smallest A˜-graded subspace Wλ of (W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗ containing λ
and stable under the component operators τP (z1,z2)(v⊗t
m) of the operators
Y ′
P (z1,z2)
(v, x) for v ∈ V , m ∈ Z has the properties
dim(Wλ)
(β)
[n] <∞, (5.6)
(Wλ)
(β)
[n+k] = 0 for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative (5.7)
for any n ∈ C and β ∈ A˜, where the subscripts denote the C-grading
by L′
P (z1,z2)
(0)-eigenvalues and the superscripts denote the natural A˜-
grading.
Recall that we have assumed the convergence condition in the category C.
We shall now study the condition for the product of two suitable intertwining
maps to be written as the iterate of some suitable intertwining maps, and vice
versa.
Let z1, z2 be distinct nonzero complex numbers, and let z0 = z1 − z2. Let
W!, W2, W3, W4, M1 and M2 be objects in C and let I1, I2, I
1 and I2 be
P (z1)-, P (z2)-, P (z2)- and P (z0)-intertwining maps of types
(
W4
W1M1
)
,
(
M1
W2W3
)
,(
W4
M2W3
)
and
(
M2
W1W2
)
, respectively. Then by the assumption of the convergence
condition in C, when |z1| > |z2| > |z0| > 0, both γ(I1; 1W1 , I2) and γ(I
1; I2, 1W3)
exist and are P (z1, z2)-intertwining maps. We shall now discuss when two such
P (z1, z2)-intertwining maps are in fact equal to each other.
As in [H1], we need the following:
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Definition 5.11 Let λ ∈ (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗. Define µ
(1)
λ,w(1)
to be the linear
functional λ(w(1) ⊗ ·) ∈ (W2 ⊗ W3)
∗ for any w(1) ∈ W1 and µ
(2)
λ,w(3)
to be
λ(· ⊗ w(3)) ∈ (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ for any w(3) ∈W3.
We have that Lemma 14.3 in [H1] still holds in the generality of the present
paper.
As in [H1] the following two conditions on λ ∈ (W1 ⊗W2 ⊗W3)
∗ will be
needed:
P (1)(z)-local grading restriction condition
(a) The P (1)(z)-grading condition: For any w(1) ∈W1, the element µ
(1)
λ,w(1)
∈
(W2⊗W3)
∗ is the limit, in the locally convex topology defined by the pair-
ing between (W2 ⊗W3)
∗ and W2 ⊗W3, of an absolutely convergent series
of generalized eigenvectors in (W2 ⊗ W3)
∗ with respect to the operator
L′
P (z)(0) that are also homogeneous with respect to A˜.
(b) For any w(1) ∈W1, letW
(1)
λ,w(1)
be the smallest subspace of (W2⊗W3)
∗
containing the terms in the series in (a) and stable under the component
operators τP (z)(v ⊗ t
m) of the operators Y ′
P (z)(v, x) for v ∈ V , m ∈ Z.
Then W
(1)
λ,w(1)
has the properties
dim(W
(1)
λ,w(1)
)
(β)
[n] <∞,
(W
(1)
λ,w(1)
)
(β)
[n+k] = 0 for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative
for any n ∈ C and β ∈ A˜, where the subscripts denote the C-grading by
L′
P (z)(0)-eigenvalues and the superscripts denote the natural A˜-grading.
P (2)(z)-local grading restriction condition
(a) The P (2)(z)-grading condition: For any w(3) ∈W3, the element µ
(2)
λ,w(3)
∈
(W1⊗W2)
∗ is the limit, in the locally convex topology defined by the pair-
ing between (W1 ⊗W2)
∗ and W1 ⊗W2, of an absolutely convergent series
of generalized eigenvectors in (W1 ⊗ W2)
∗ with respect to the operator
L′P (z)(0) that are also homogeneous with respect to A˜.
(b) For any w(3) ∈W3, letW
(2)
λ,w(3)
be the smallest subspace of (W1⊗W2)
∗
containing the terms in the series in (a) and stable under the component
operators τP (z)(v ⊗ t
m) of the operators Y ′
P (z)(v, x) for v ∈ V , m ∈ Z.
Then W
(2)
λ,w(3)
has the properties
dim(W
(2)
λ,w(3)
)
(β)
[n] <∞,
(W
(2)
λ,w(3)
)
(β)
[n+k] = 0 for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative
for any n ∈ C and β ∈ A˜, where the subscripts denote the C-grading by
L′
P (z)(0)-eigenvalues and the superscripts denote the natural A˜-grading.
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By generalizing the arguments in [H1], we can now prove the following two
results:
Proposition 5.12 Let I1, I2, I
1 and I2 be P (z1)-, P (z2)-, P (z2)- and P (z0)-
intertwining maps of types
(
W4
W1M1
)
,
(
M1
W2W3
)
,
(
W4
M2W3
)
and
(
M2
W1W2
)
, respectively.
Then for any w′(4) ∈ W
′
4, γ(I1; 1W1 , I2)
′(w′(4)) satisfies the P
(1)(z2)-local grading
restriction condition when |z1| > |z2| > 0, and γ(I
1; I2, 1W3)
′(w′(4)) satisfies the
P (2)(z0)-local grading restriction condition when |z2| > |z0| > 0.
Proposition 5.13 Let W1, W2, W3, W
′
4 and M1 be objects in C and assume
that W1 ⊠P (z0) W2 exists in C. Let I1 and I2 be P (z1)- and P (z2)-intertwining
maps of types
(
W4
W1M1
)
and
(
M1
W2W3
)
, respectively. Suppose that γ(I1; 1W1 , I2)
′(w′(4))
satisfies the P (2)(z0)-local grading restriction condition for all w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4. Then
there is a P (z2)-intertwining map of type
(
W4
W1⊠P(z0)W2 W3
)
such that
〈w′(4), I1(w(1), z1)I2(w(2), z2)w(3)〉 = 〈w
′
(4), I(w(1) ⊠P (z0) w(2), z2)w(3)〉
for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2, w(3) ∈ W3 and w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4. Conversely, let W1,
W2, W3, W
′
4 and M2 be objects in C and assume that W2 ⊠P (z2) W3 exists in
C. Let I1 and I2 be P (z2)- and P (z0)-intertwining maps of types
(
W4
M2W3
)
and(
M2
W1W2
)
, respectively. Suppose that γ(I1; I2, 1W3)
′(w′(4)) satisfies the P
(1)(z2)-
local grading restriction condition for all w′(4) ∈ W
′
4. Then there is a P (z1)-
intertwining map of type
(
W4
W1 W2⊠P(z2)W3
)
such that
〈w′(4), I
1(I2(w(1), z0)w(2), z2)w(3)〉 = 〈w
′
(4), I(w(1), z1)(w(2) ⊠P (z2) w(3))〉
for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈W2, w(3) ∈W3 and w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4.
Proposition 14.7 and Theorem 14.8 in [H1] also hold in the present generality.
In particular, Proposition 14.7 in [H1] in our setting states:
Proposition 5.14 The following two conditions are equivalent:
1. For any objects W1, W2, W3, W4 and M1 in C, any nonzero complex
numbers z1 and z2 satisfying |z1| > |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0, any P (z1)-
intertwining map I1 of type
(
W4
W1M1
)
and P (z2)-intertwining map I2 of type(
M1
W2W3
)
and any w′(4) ∈ W
′
4, we have that γ(I1; 1W1 , I2)
′(w′(4)) ∈ (W1 ⊗
W2 ⊗W3)
∗ satisfies the P (2)(z1 − z2)-local grading restriction condition.
2. For any objects W1, W2, W3, W4 and M2 in C, any nonzero complex
numbers z1 and z2 satisfying |z1| > |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0 and any P (z2)-
intertwining map I1 of type
(
W4
M2W3
)
and P (z1 − z2)-intertwining map I
2
of type
(
M2
W1W2
)
and any w′(4) ∈ W
′
4, we have that γ(I
1; I2, 1W3)(w
′
(4)) ∈
(W1⊗W2⊗W3)
∗ satisfies the P (1)(z2)-local grading restriction condition.
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The proofs are analogous to those in [H1], since the arguments continue to
hold in the logarithmic case.
We will call either property in Proposition 5.14 the expansion condition in
the category C.
Theorem 5.15 Assume that C is closed under P (z)-tensor products and that
the convergence and expansion conditions hold in C. Then there is a unique
associativity isomorphism
αW1W2W3 : (W1 ⊠P (z1−z2) W2)⊠P (z2) W3 −→W1 ⊠P (z1) (W2 ⊠P (z2) W3)
for W1, W2 and W3 in C such that
αW1W2W3((w(1)⊠P (z1−z2)w(2))⊠P (z2)w(3)) = w(1)⊠P (z1)(w(2)⊠P (z2)w(3)) (5.8)
for all w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and w(3) ∈ W3, where αW1W2W3 is the natural
extension of αW1W2W3 to (W1 ⊠P (z1−z2) W2)⊠P (z2) W3.
Outline of proof Using the lemmas, propositions and and theorems in this
paper in place of those in [H1], we can follow essentially the same steps as
in [H1], but treating the logarithmic subtleties with care, to construct these
associativity isomorphisms satisfying the condition (5.8). 
Theorem 14.8 in [H1], as generalized to our setting, includes the statement
that under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.15, the (general, nonmeromorphic) op-
erator product expansion in the generality of logarithmic intertwining operators
exists, and moreover, logarithmic intertwining operators satisfy the canonical
associativity property given in Proposition 5.13. If we drop the assumption
that C is closed under ⊠P (z), then we still have the existence of a (general,
nonmeromorphic) operator product expansion in the generality of logarithmic
intertwining operators, in a suitable sense.
6 Differential equations and the convergence and
extension properties
For the rest of this paper, for convenience we will take the grading abelian groups
A and A˜ to be trivial, so that our (strongly A-graded) conformal vertex algebra
V is simply a vertex operator algebra (recall Remark 2.4) and the (strongly
graded) generalized V -modules are the generalized V -modules in the sense of
Section 2 satisfying the grading restriction conditions referred to in Definition
2.3 and (2.2). We also assume for convenience that for any generalized V -module
in C, the (generalized) weights form a discrete set of real numbers.
We first follow [H1] to formulate the convergence and extension properties
in the sense of [H1], but now in the logarithmic case, and to assert that these
conditions together with algebraic hypotheses imply the expansion condition.
We then state results asserting that the theorems on differential equations in
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[H2] still hold. This will imply that the condition called C1-cofiniteness in [H2],
together with another algebraic condition, implies that the convergence and
extension properties indeed hold.
Given objects W1, W2, W3, W4, M1 and M2 in C, let Y1, Y2, Y
1 and Y2 be
intertwining operators of types
(
W4
W1M1
)
,
(
M1
W2W3
)
,
(
W4
M2W3
)
and
(
M2
W1W2
)
, respec-
tively. Consider the following conditions on the product of Y1 and Y2 and on
the iterate of Y1 and Y2, respectively:
Convergence and extension property for products There exists an inte-
ger N depending only on Y1 and Y2, and for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2,
w(3) ∈ W3, w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4, there exist M ∈ N, rk, sk ∈ R, ik, jk ∈ N,
k = 1, . . . ,M and analytic functions fikjk(z) on |z| < 1, k = 1, . . . ,M ,
satisfying
wt w(1) + wt w(2) + sk > N, k = 1, . . . ,M,
such that
〈w′(4),Y1(w(1), x2)Y2(w(2), x2)w(3)〉W4
∣∣∣∣
x1=z1, x2=z2
is convergent when |z1| > |z2| > 0 and can be analytically extended to the
multi-valued analytic function
M∑
k=1
zrk2 (z1 − z2)
sk(log z2)
ik (log(z1 − z2))
jkfikjk
(
z1 − z2
z2
)
in the region |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0.
Convergence and extension property for iterates There exists an inte-
ger N˜ depending only on Y1 and Y2, and for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2,
w(3) ∈ W3, w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4, there exist M˜ ∈ N, r˜k, s˜k ∈ R, i˜k, j˜k ∈ N,
k = 1, . . . , M˜ and analytic functions f˜i˜k j˜k(z) on |z| < 1, k = 1, . . . , M˜ ,
satisfying
wt w(2) +wt w(3) + s˜k > N˜, k = 1, . . . , M˜ ,
such that
〈w′(4),Y
1(Y2(w(1), x0)w(2), x2)w(3)〉W4
∣∣∣∣
x0=z1−z2, x2=z2
is convergent when |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0 and can be analytically extended
to the multi-valued analytic function
M˜∑
k=1
zr˜k1 z
s˜k
2 (log z1)
i˜k(log z)j˜k f˜i˜k j˜k
(
z2
z1
)
in the region |z1| > |z2| > 0.
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If for any objects W1, W2, W3, W4 andM1 in C and any intertwining opera-
tors Y1 and Y2 of the types as above, the convergence and extension property for
products holds, we say that the convergence and extension property for products
holds in C. We similarly define the meaning of the phrase the convergence and
extension property for iterates holds in C.
In the next theorem only, the term “generalized module” will refer to this
notion as introduced at the beginning of Section 2, with no grading restriction
conditions, that is, without the strong-gradedness assumption (cf. the beginning
of Section 4).
Theorem 6.1 Suppose the following:
1. The category C is closed under P (z)-tensor products.
2. Every finitely-generated generalized V -module W =
∐
n∈RW[n] that is
lower truncated in the sense that W[n] = 0 for n sufficiently negative is an
object in C.
3. The convergence and extension property for either products or iterates
holds in C.
Then the expansion condition holds in C (recall Proposition 5.14).
Outline of proof This is proved by analogy with Theorem 16.2 in [H1] and its
proof, in particular using Propositions 4.16, 5.12 and 5.14. 
Remark 6.2 As we commented at the end of Section 5, if the first of the three
assumptions in Theorem 6.1 is dropped, we still have the existence of a (general,
nonmeromorphic) operator product expansion in the generality of logarithmic
intertwining operators, in a suitable sense.
Now we discuss generalizations of the results on differential equations in
[H2].
For our vertex operator algebra V , let V+ =
∐
n>0 V(n). Let W be a gener-
alized V -module and let C1(W ) = span {u−1w | u ∈ V+, w ∈ W}. If W/C1(W )
is finite dimensional, we say that W satisfies the C1-cofiniteness condition. If
for any real number N ,
∐
n<N W[n] is finite dimensional, we say thatW satisfies
the quasi-finite-dimensionality condition.
Theorem 6.3 Let n ≥ 1. For i = 0, . . . , n+1, letWi be a generalized V -module
satisfying the C1-cofiniteness condition and the quasi-finite-dimensionality con-
dition. Then for any w(i) ∈Wi (i = 0, . . . , n+ 1), there exist m ≥ 1 and
ak, l(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
n , (z1 − z2)
−1, (z1 − z3)
−1, . . . , (zn−1 − zn)
−1]
(k = 1, . . . ,m and l = 1, . . . , n) such that for any generalized V -modules W˜i (i =
1, . . . , n − 1) and any logarithmic intertwining operators Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn−1,Yn
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of types
( W ′0
W1W˜1
)
,
( W˜1
W2W˜2
)
, . . . ,
( W˜n−2
Wn−1W˜n−1
)
,
(
W˜n−1
WnWn+1
)
, respectively, the (formal
logarithmic) series
〈w(0),Y1(w(1), z1) · · · Yn(w(n), zn)w(n+1)〉 (6.1)
satisfies the system of differential equations
∂mϕ
∂zml
+
m∑
k=1
ak, l(z1, . . . , zn)
∂m−kϕ
∂zm−kl
= 0, l = 1, . . . , n
and is absolutely convergent in the region |z1| > · · · > |zn| > 0; such ak, l(z1, . . . , zn)
can be chosen so that the singular points of the system are regular.
Proof The result on the differential equations in [H2] still holds in our loga-
rithmic case and the proof is essentially the same. 
We say that products of arbitrary numbers of logarithmic intertwining oper-
ators among objects in C are convergent and extendable if for any n ≥ 1, any
generalized V -modules Wi for i = 0, . . . , n + 1 and W˜i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 in
C, and logarithmic intertwining operators Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn−1,Yn of types
( W ′0
W1W˜1
)
,( W˜1
W2W˜2
)
, . . . ,
( W˜n−2
Wn−1W˜n−1
)
,
(
W˜n−1
WnWn+1
)
, respectively, each (formal logarithmic) se-
ries
〈w(0),Y1(w(1), z1) · · · Yn(w(n), zn)w(n+1)〉 (6.2)
is absolutely convergent in the region |z1| > · · · > |zn| > 0 and can be analyti-
cally extended to a (multivalued) analytic function in the region given by zi 6= 0
for i = 1, . . . , n and zi 6= zj for i, j = 1, . . . , n with i 6= j.
We now have:
Theorem 6.4 Suppose that all generalized V -modules in C satisfy the C1-cofiniteness
condition and the quasi-finite-dimensionality condition. Then the convergence
and extension properties for products and iterates hold in C and in addition,
products of arbitrary numbers of logarithmic intertwining operators among ob-
jects in C are convergent and extendable.
Proof This result follows immediately from Theorem 6.3 and the theory of
differential equations with regular singular points. 
7 Vertex and braided tensor category structures
Finally, in this section we state the main theorems of our theory. For the
notion of vertex tensor category and the connection between these categories
and braided tensor categories, see [HL2].
First we have:
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Theorem 7.1 Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 hold and in addition
that products of arbitrary numbers of logarithmic intertwining operators among
objects in C are convergent and extendable. Then the category C has a natural
structure of vertex tensor category of central charge equal to the central charge c
of V such that for each z ∈ C×, the tensor product bifunctor ⊠ψ(P (z)) associated
to ψ(P (z)) ∈ K˜c(2) (see [HL2]) is equal to ⊠P (z). In particular, the category C
has a natural braided tensor category structure.
Outline of proof By Remarks 4.5 and 4.6, we have a tensor product bifunctor
for each nonzero complex number. General tensor product bifunctors, asso-
ciated to elements of the c2 -th power of the determinant line bundle over the
moduli space of spheres with one negatively oriented puncture and two positively
oriented punctures and with local coordinates vanishing at the punctures, are
constructed using these bifunctors. The associativity isomorphisms for P (·)-
tensor products have been constructed in Theorem 5.15. The commutativity
isomorphisms for P (·)-tensor product functors are constructed using the map
Ω−1 (recall (3.24) for the logarithmic intertwining operators associated to P (·)-
tensor products. The general associativity and commutativity isomorphisms are
constructed from these special isomorphisms. The unit object is V and the unit
isomorphisms are constructed using vertex operators defining the modules. The
coherence properties follow easily from the convergence of the products of log-
arithmic intertwining operators and the characterizations of the associativity,
commutativity and unit isomorphisms in terms of tensor products of elements,
such as (5.8). 
By Theorem 6.4 we also have the following result, which yields the vertex
tensor category structure from purely algebraic hypotheses:
Theorem 7.2 The conclusion of Theorem 7.1 is still true if the convergence
and extension property for products (or iterates) in C, and the condition that
products of arbitrary numbers of logarithmic intertwining operators among ob-
jects in C are convergent and extendable, are replaced by the hypothesis that all
generalized V -modules in C are C1-cofinite and quasi-finite dimensional.
Let κ be a complex number not in Q≥0. Consider the category Oκ of all
modules for an affine Lie algebra with central charge κ− h (here h is the dual
Coxeter number) of finite length, whose composition factors are simple highest
weight modules corresponding to weights which are dominant in the direction
of the finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Then the theorem above and the results
proved by the third author in [Z] give the following:
Theorem 7.3 The category Oκ has a natural structure of vertex tensor cate-
gory, and in particular, braided tensor category.
The braided tensor category structure in this theorem was first constructed
by Kazhdan and Lusztig ([KL1]–[KL5]) using a very different method.
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